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Student Works: On Images fall 2023 midterm assignment
After cultivating an Iyengar yoga practice 
and journaling after the practice, I had students draw 
inspiration from the reading Foáetal’s Performance as 
Drawing text) for the midterm project. 

(with post it 
notes for 
written 
feedback 
during 

critiques)

Sydney made a 
durational 
drawing where 
she hung a 
weight on her 
hand as she 
drew marks on a 
page
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Vi 
examined 
each part 
of her 
body 
during the 
yoga poses 
and 
created a 
body scan 
map with 
charcoal. 
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Maddie   juxtaposed an image of her face 
with marks of her hands and feet doing a 
cartwheel on the page.
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Vincent made several long jump attempts on a  
long strip of butcher paper.  
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Nayna made hexagonal shapes that slowly  
became organic blobs using white glue on 
black paoper.
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Student Works: On Images fall 2023 final assignment
For the final project, I had students take photos after their 
yoga practice for two weeks. I then ran a site responsive 
workshop so they could acquaint themselves with the spaces to 
display their works. 

Aria took photos that revolved around the  
ceiling fan of her room then hung them  
against a window that had light peak  
through. 
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Aria took photos that revolved around the  
ceiling fan of her room then hung them  
against a window that had light peak  
through. 
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Manu created an interactive  text puzzle 
experience for the class that culminated in  
a group photo.  
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Vincent created a kaleidoscope of images  
that reflected an internal landscape and 
external expectations during his yoga 
practice.  
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Vi took photos of the architecture of her  
space after her yoga practice and found a  
space within the building that showed the 
formal unraveling and connections within the  
images.
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Teresa made a documentation of the electric  
socket she saw after her yoga practice for a  
week and displayed them to show her  
progression of how she got closer to the  
wall. 
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Vincent created a mock up of  
“interdependence” after doing deadlifts in  
class. 

Student Works: On Objects fall 2023 assignment

After having students learn and practice a centering exercise, I 
led them through several weightlifting exercises. After that, I 
had them physicalize their movement experience through ceramic 
clay. 
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Ryan made a sculpture from the sumo deadlift  
experience he had in class.  
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Aidan made a sculpture after an experience  
of “centering” that we used to start the  
class with. 
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Tobi created an object to represent the 
warmth of coming back into the room after  
some of our exercises outside.
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Tobi also created this ceramic object to  
after the single RDL exercise we did.  
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After the centering exercise, Chahak created  
this object from her breath observations.
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Maddie created this structure from her own  
breath observations during class. 
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After experiencing a mountain pose we did in  
class together, Holden created this object.  


